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ATOPlex SARS-CoV-2 Full Length Genome Panel
for Research
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Accurate, fast, cost-efficient, sensitive and simple for SARS-CoV-2 detection and full length
genome analysis
Highlight

Combined with DNBSEQ-based high-throughput sequencing platform, users

Fast，Simple, Streamlined Workflow

can identify SASR-CoV-2, examine biological functions, track genetic

Three-step workflow converts viral RNA into sequencing-ready libraries in just

changes, rapidly respond to outbreaks, and etc. MGI is your trustworthy

5 hours , all amplicons in one tube ;

partner for pathogen detection, epidemiological surveillance, vaccine

Ultra-Sensitive Detection

development, and needed laboratory equipment to speed up your research.

Analyze samples with as low as 10copies/ml viral loads;
Accurate Quantification
The ability to accurately quantify viral load by artificial DNA;
Excellent Performance
It covers >99% of the viral genome and variants in challenging sample；
Introduction

This application note highlights the panel design, experimental procedures,
test results of the SARS-CoV-2 full-length genome panel. MGI provides a
total solution from sample preparation to data analysis to satisfy
scientists‘ research on coronaviruses.

Multiplex PCR-based massively parallel sequencing

COVID-19 (caused by SARS-CoV-2) outbreak and spreading severely
jeopardize the public health and global economy. Currently, pathogen early

Artificial DNA

detection become crucial and massively parallel sequencing (MPS) is regularly
adopted for its powerful role in the identification and characterization of
emerging or re-emerging viruses，such as Zika, Ebola and MERS. MPS has

SARS-CoV-2 genome

been proofed to be useful in tracing outbreak origin and drivers, tracking
transmission chains, mapping the spread, and monitoring the evolution of the
etiological agents12 . However, detection based on metagenomics directly from
clinical samples with low virus abundance remains challenging as conventional

GAPDH gene （Human）
MGISEQ-2000

metagenomic method cannot generate sufficient numbers of viral reads34.
MGI ATOPlex platform mPCR-based MPS enables a streamlined workflow for
complete genome sequencing and epidemiological study of SARS-CoV-2.
Through integrating three sets of highly specific, universal primers into one tube
and a dual barcode anti-crosstalk technology5, all genomic segments are

Figure1. The schematic diagram of the SARS-CoV-2 Panel，The primer pool
used in the panel includes three sets of primers targeting artificial DNA,SASRCoV-2 genome and GAPDH gene, respectively

amplified and subsequently sequenced on DNBSEQ platform to achieve highly
accurate coronavirus typing.

Experimental methods
To demonstrate the exceptional performance of this panel in full-length genome

Better than other multiplex PCR methods, the ATOPlex SARS-CoV-2 panel not

analysis, BGI research，Academy of Military Medical Science (AMMS) and the

only analyze the whole genome, more importantly, quantitative the virus load by

First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical design a systematic study which

incorporating an artificial DNA with known copy number. All amplicons are

comparison of this panel with hybrid capture method and metagenomics method

amplified together in one tube that minimize cross-contamination risk.

was performed to evaluate the performance of this panel in full-length genome

Moreover, the panel is user friendly with 3 operational steps and 1 hour of

analysis. In total, serial dilutions of a cultured isolate (unpublished), as well as

hands-on time.

eight clinical samples were used in this study.
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Part I: The comparison of 3 methods for SARS-CoV-2 detection
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Figure 3.The comparison of normalized depth across the viral genome
2nd PCR

based on different methods. As to uniformity, metagenomic method >probe
capture method>multiplex PCR method. However, the coverage of the three
methods is uniform across the genome with no significant difference.

Figure2. The workflow of SARS-CoV-2 Full length genome library
preparation.
Sample collection
Clinical specimens (including throat swab, nasal swab, anal swab, and sputum)
were obtained from confirmed COVID-19 cases at the First Affiliated Hospital
of Guangzhou Medical University. Total RNA of the cultured isolate of SARSCoV-2 was obtained from the Academy of Military Medical Science (AMMS),
and subjected to 10-fold serial dilutions.
Library preparation and sequencing
Total RNA was extracted from confirmed COVID-19 specimens and subjected

Figure4.SARS-CoV-2 RPM sequenced plotted against genome copies per

to 10-fold serial dilutions. A total RNA library was constructed with the

mL for the cultured isolate. The sequencing results of mPCR-based and

MGIEasy RNA Library preparation reagent set (MGI, Shenzhen,267 China).

capture approaches revealed dramatic increases in the ratio of SARS-CoV-2

Subsequently, SARS-CoV-2 ( HCoV-19) originated DNA strands were enriched

reads out of the total reads compared with meta sequencing, suggesting the

with the 2019-nCoVirus DNA/RNA Capture Panel (BOKE, Jiangsu, China).

enrichment was highly efficient 5596-fold in capture method and 5710-fold in

The SARS-CoV genome library was prepared with 2 steps of PCR with the

amplicon method for each sample on average, To further compare the

ATOPlex SARS-CoV-2 full-length genome panel (MGI, BGI-Shenzhen, China)

sensitivity of different methods, we plotted the number of SARS-CoV-2 reads

and sequenced on DNBSEQ-400G with the recipe of PE100.Data analysis was

per million of total sequencing reads against the viral concentration for each

performed with the SARS-CoV-2 bioinformatics software package.

sample. The productivity was similar between the two methods when the input
RNA of the cultured isolate contained 1E+05 genome copies per mL and
above . However, amplicon sequencing produced 10-1000 fold more SARSCoV-2 reads than capture sequencing when the input RNA concentration of
the cultured isolate was 1E+04 genome copies per mL and lower, suggesting
mPCR-based enrichment was more efficient than capture for more challenging
samples(conc. ≤ 1E+04 genome copies per mL, or Ct ≥ 28.7).
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Figure 5.SNVs detected in clinical samples against a reference genome

Table 2.Estimated minimum amount of sequencing data required to

(GISAID accession: EPI_ISL_402119). Alleles with ≥80% frequencies were

achieve high confidence variants calling analyses for different methods. In

called. *, SNVs verified by Sanger sequencing. Two to five SNVs were

cultured isolate, mPCR-based MPS requires at least 185M to 2Gb for samples

identified within each clinical sample, and in all the seven samples, SNVs

containing 1E+02 to 1E+06 copies of SARS-CoV-2 genome per mL, while

identified by the three methods were concordant except that capture missed one

capture sequencing requires 8M to 24Gb . In clinical sample, mPCR-based

SNV at position 16535 in GZMU0014 . Alleles identified by capture

MPS, capture sequencing and metagenomics sequencing requires at least 261M

sequencing displayed lower frequencies than the other two methods, especially

to 1.8Gb,23M to 25Gb and 129M to 334Gb, respectively.

for GZMU0014, GZMU0030, and GZMU0 042 where the viral load was lower
(Ct ≥ 29), which explained why capture sequencing neglected an SNV in our
pipeline when the cutoff of SNV calling was set as 80% allele frequency .
These data indicate that mPCR-based is more accurate than capture sequencing
in identifying SNVs, especially for challenging samples

Table1.Estimated minimum amount of sequencing data required to achieve
≥ 10X sequencing depth and ≥ 95% coverage for different methods. In
cultured isolate, mPCR-based MPS requires at least 33M to 973Gb for samples
containing 1E+02 to 1E+06 copies of SARS-CoV-2 genome per mL, while
capture sequencing requires 5M to 14Gb. In clinical sample, mPCR-based MPS,
capture sequencing and metagenomics sequencing requires at least 32M to
1.8Gb, 12M to 5Gb , and 129M to 334Gb, respectively.
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Table3. A summary of the three methods .
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Guidance for virus sequencing.
1) If other genetic materials in addition to target viruses are to be studied, or the
viruses become highly diversified via recombinational events, or the viral load

qPCR

NGS
ID

within the RNA sample is high (e.g. conc. ≥ 1E+05 viral genome copies per mL,
or Ct ≤ 24.5), meta sequencing is suggested;
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< 1E+05 viral genome copies per mL, or Ct > 24.5),capture sequencing seems to
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be a justified choice;

Dilution 10
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3) if identifying SNVs is the main purpose, the most convenient, economical

SARS-CoV-2 1XCoverage qPCR-Ct
depth
%
Value

Dilution 10-1
Dilution 10

2) if one focuses on structural variations for more challenging samples (e.g. conc.

SARS-CoV-2
reads

strategy would be mPCR-based MPS that can support high-confidence analyses of
samples containing viral content as low as 1E+02 viral genome copies per mL, or
Ct as high as 35

Figure 7. Comparison of mPCR-based MPS and RT-PCR results.
RT-PCR cannot detect samples with 10-6 gradient dilutions(about
~10copies/ml).
Ct value

Part II –Performance of mPCR-based MPS
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Figure 9. The average depth distribution of SARS-CoV-2 genome
detected under 1M raw data. All libraries are pooled and sequencing
in a same sequencing lane, although the effects of strong positive

MGISEQ-2000

samples (10-1 -10-6gradient dilutions cultured isolate ), 6 gradient
dilutions cultured isolate and negative control sample can be clearly
distinguished

artificial DNA with known copy number were added to 6 serial dilutions of a
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cultured isolate and subjected to direct mPCR-based MPS and RT-PCR.
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Figure 5. The overview of the study design. 1 ng of Human gDNA and an
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Figure 10.Quantitaive results of mPCR-based MPS， Quantify the
copy number of SARS-CoV-2 using definite artificial DNA ，x-axis is

Figure8.Performance of SARS-CoV-2 panel . Left, Basic performance statistics,

the copies number of SARS-CoV-2 relative to the artificial DNA , the y-

>98% mapped rate (red), >97% targeted rate to three targeted regions (green),

axis from the left to the right figure is the number of qPCR ct value and

>92% 0.2X uniformity(yellow); Right ,reproductivity of two

gradient dilution , respectively.

repeat tests. x, y-axis are normalized depth of each amplicon in two separate
experiments (R2=0.97)
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Learn more

The results of mPCR-based MPS were highly correlated with dilution
gradient and RT-PCR （R2=0.99, R2=0.99, ）. The copy number of SARS-

To learn more about MGI please visit

CoV-2 molecules can be calculated using the following formula:

https://www.mgitech.cn/

CS=(MRS/MRE ) *(ES/EE )*CE

To learn more about ATOPlex platform please visit

CS :The copy number of SARS-CoV-2；

https://www.mgitech.cn/products/atoplex/

CE :The copy number of artificial DNA；
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MRS :Average reads count of all SARS-CoV-2 amplicons ；
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